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INTEGRAL OPERATORS IN BANACH SPACES

J. R. HOLUB

Abstract. Giving a new proof of a result of Grothendieck, it is

shown that a weak operator limit of a bounded net of integral maps

is again integral and that every integral map is a weak operator

limit of a net of finite dimensional maps which are uniformly

bounded in nuclear norm. It is also shown that the subnuclear

maps defined by Ruckle are precisely the integral maps. Using this

result some questions of Ruckle are answered.

1. In a recent paper [ó] Ruckle has introduced a class of operators

called subnuclear operators and asked whether every such operator

is nuclear. In this paper we show that the subnuclear maps are

precisely the integral maps of Grothendieck [3] and give a char-

acterization of integral maps as weak operator limits of bounded nets

of nuclear maps.

2. Definitions and preliminary results. Let E and F be Banach

spaces and £(E, F) the space of all bounded linear operators from

E to F. Throughout the paper the term "operator" or "map" will mean

a bounded linear transformation.

We will denote by E®tF the completion of the algebraic tensor

product E® F in the e-norm defined by

S*,- sup
ílsi,/eE*;Usi,oe¿?*

2 if, Xi)(g, yd

Similarly, we denote by E®rF the completion of E®F in the ir-

norm defined by

k

X %i ® y i
i—l

-inf EN II M,
}=1

where the infimum is taken over all

S */ ® y'i = S xi ® y<-
/-i <=i

An operator T:E—+F is called nuclear [3, p. 80] if there exist se-

quences  (fi)EE* and  (yî)EF for which  S» l|/»|| IWI < + °°   and
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Tx= 22» (/<> x)ji f°r aU xEE. The nuclear norm y(T) of a nuclear

operator T:E—>F is the infimum of all sums 22»"||/»j| ||y»|| where 7

has the representation Tx= 22<" i (/•> tf)?» as above. The space of all

nuclear operators from £ to 7 under the nuclear norm will be denoted

by N(E, F). Whenever we refer to a "bounded" set of nuclear operators

we always will mean "bounded in nuclear norm." It is well known and

easy to see that every element 22*" i/«®3'» of E*®TF determines a

nuclear map 7 from E to F defined by 7(x) = 22»'/«(x)y»-

The space iE®tF*)* has been characterized by Grothendieck as

the space of all integral bilinear forms on EXF* [3, p. 124]. If Tb is a

bilinear form on £ X 7* then it induces in a natural way a linear form,

call it q, on E®F* defined by (q, x®g) = 7Ä(x, g). If g is continuous

in the e-topology on E ® F* then TB is said to be an integral bilinear

form (the term "integral" is derived from Grothendieck's character-

ization of such forms as integrals over products of equicontinuous

subsets of E* and F**). If 7E£(7¿, F) then 7induces a bilinear form

TB on EXF* according to the formula TB(x, g) =(Tx, g) for xEE,

gEF*. If the induced bilinear form Tb is integral then the operator T

is said to be an integral operator. The integral norm of such an operator

7 is denoted by 7(7) and is defined to be the norm of the linear func-

tional q in (E®eF*)* which it determines as above. The space of all

integral maps from E to F will be denoted by I(E, F). Whenever we

refer to a "bounded" set of integral operators we mean "bounded in

integral norm." It is well known that every nuclear map is integral

and, surprisingly, the composition of an integral map and a weakly

compact map is nuclear [3, p. 133]. Recent results in the theory of

integral operators [lO] indicate the important role these mappings

play in the isomorphic characterization of Banach spaces.

3. A characterization of integral operators.

(3.1) Theorem. Let T:E^>F be such that there is a bounded net (Ta)

of integral maps from E to F which converges in the weak operator topol-

ogy to T. Then T is an integral operator.

Proof. By assumption there is a constant M>0 such that

(i) sup« I(Ta)^M, and

(ii)  Taix)(g)-+Tix)ig) for all xEE, gEF*.

According to the remarks in §2 let q and qa denote the linear forms

on E®tF* corresponding to the operators 7 and Ta respectively. By

(i) above, sup« ||g„|| ^ M. We show that q is continuous on E®CF*.

Let 22?-1 Xi®giEE®tF*. Then by (ii) above, given ô>0 there is

an a such that
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ZrwwkZWW + 5.

That is,

' f    E Xi ® giJ     g     Ça (    23 Xi ® gi)\

Since ô>0 was arbitrary,

Í E1-®gi) g M

+ Ô g M

2 Xi ®

2 *< ® g<»-i + 5.

gi

and g is continuous on E®tF*. By definition J is integral.

(3.2) Corollary. Let T:E-^F* be such that there is a bounded net

of integral operators from E to F* for which Ta(x)(y)-

xEE and yEF. Then T is an integral operator.

>T(x)(y) for all

Proof. As the argument of (3.1) shows, the operator T defines a

linear form q on E®eF which is continuous. Thus by a theorem of

Grothendieck [3, p. 128] J is integral.

(3.3) Corollary. If T:E^>Fis a weak operator limit of a bounded

net of nuclear operators from E to F then T is integral.

Proof. It is well known that every nuclear operator S is integral

and J(S)g7(S)   [3, p. 127]. The corollary now follows from (3.1).

Our next result shows that the property expressed in (3.3) actually

characterizes integral operators.

(3.4) Theorem. Let TE£>(E, F) be an integral map. Then there exists

a bounded net (Ta) in N(E, F) such that (Ta) converges to Tin the weak

operator topology.

Proof. According to results of Schatten the injection map

j:E®tF*-+E**®eF*-+(E*®TF)* is an isometry [8]. Thus the ad-

joint map/*: (E*®*F)**—>(£®tF*)* is a topological homomorphism

onto (E®,F*)*.
If T:E-*F is integral then the associated linear form q on E®F*

defined by (q, x®g) = Tx(g) is continuous and hence contained in

(E®tF*)*.
Since/* is onto (E®fF*)* there is then an SE(E*®rF)** such

that ||S||g||g||+l and (S, y) = (q, y) for all yEE®tF* (recall that
the mapping/* is just the restriction map).

By Goldstine's theorem [8, p. 143] there exists a net (Ta) in

E*®TF such thatsupa ||ja|| g||S|| < + oo and (Ta, z)-+(S, z) for all
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zEiE*®„F)*. Hence certainly (Ta,y)-+(S, y) for all yEE®CF*, and

in particular for y=x®g where xEE, gEF*. Thus if xEE, gEF*,

Taxig)=(Ta, x®g)-+(S, x®g) = {q, x®g). But (q, x®g) = Tx(g), so

Tax(g)—*Tx(g). Since the net (7a) is bounded in NiE, F) the theorem

is proved.

(3.5) Remark. In general one cannot replace "net" by "sequence"

in the statement of Theorem (3.4).

To see this, let i:Lxip)-+Llip) be the (integral, [3, p. 128]) injec-

tion map for a measure space (5, 2, p) in which i(Lxip)) is a non-

separable linear subspace of Llip). If there exists a sequence (7„) of

nuclear operators such that Tnf(g)—*i(f)(g) lor all /, gELK(jp), then

since every nuclear operator is compact and therefore has separable

range, we would have that U„ TniLxip)) is separable. Thus the convex

hull C oí Un Tn(Lxip)) is also separable. Since C is convex, its weak

and norm closures in Llip) coincide [8, p. 65] and hence the weak

closure of C, call it C", is separable.

Thus there must be an fELK(p) such that t(/)C¡EC" (since

iiLxip)) is nonseparable in Llip)). But then (Tnf, g) could not con-

verge to (Of), g) for all gELx(jx), a contradiction to our original

assumption.

(3.6) Remark. As our proof of (3.4) shows, the mappings (7„)

may all be chosen to be finite dimensional since the finite dimensional

maps are dense in iV(£, F).

Combining (3.3) and (3.4) we get the following characterization of

integral maps.

(3.7) Theorem. A mapping T:E—*F is integral if and only if T is

the limit in the weak operator topology on £(E, F) of a bounded net of

nuclear operators from E to F.

4. Integral and subnuclear operators. If £ is a Banach space with

a basis then a mapping 7:£*—►£* is called subnuclear [6] if there

exists a bounded sequence (7*) in NiE*, £*) such that Tkif)(x)

—*T(f){x) for all/G£* and xEE. As we mentioned in the introduc-

tion, Ruckle has introduced the concept of a subnuclear map and

asked whether every subnuclear map is nuclear. Our purpose in this

section is to show that the classes of subnuclear and integral maps

on E* coincide and therefore every subnuclear map on £* is nuclear

only if every integral map is nuclear.

(4.1) Theorem. Let E be a Banach space with a basis (x¡, fi). Then

a mapping T:E*—*E* is subnuclear if and only if T is integral.

Proof. If T is subnuclear then, by Corollary (3.2), 7 is integral.
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Conversely, suppose J is integral. Then T*:E**—*E** is also

integral (this is well known, e.g. [3], but also follows easily from (3.3)

and (3.4)). In the remainder of the proof we will identify E with its

canonical image in E** and E* with its image in £***.

Let S= J*|ece*«. Then S is also integral and I(S)^I(T*). Note

that S:E-*E** and S*f=Tf for all fEE*EE***. Now since (*<,/<)
is a basis for E there is a sequence of projections Pn:E—Œ defined by

n

Pn(x)   =   2 ifi> X)Xi

for which supn ||P„|| < + ».

Define Sn:£—►£** by S„ = SoP„. Then if Qn = S| i*^, each Q„

is nuclear (being finite dimensional) and since the dual of [x¿]"=1

has the metric approximation property it follows from a result of

Grothendieck that the nuclear and integral norms of Qn are the same

for all n [3, p. 180]; i.e. N(Qn) =I(Qn). Since Qn is the restriction of

S to a subspace of E, I(Qn) g I (S) < + «s and therefore

supN(Qn) = supi(Ç„) < + =0.
n n

It is clear that S„ = Qn o P„. Hence

sup N(Sn) g [sup N(Qn)\ |sup ||jn||l < + 00        [3].

Moreover since Sn(x)-^*S(x) for all xEE we have (Snx, /)A(Sx, /)

for all xEE, fEE*.
Now S„ :£***—>£* is nuclear for each n and sup„ N(Sn)

g sup N(Sn) < + =0 [3, p. 85]. Thus the sequence (T„) in £(£*, £*)

defined by

T„   =  Sn\B*oE***

is a bounded sequence of nuclear operators on E*. We show (Tnf, x)

A(Tf, x) for all/G-E* and xEE.
To see this, note that (Tnf, x) = (Snf, x) = (f, S„(x)) for all fEE*,

xEE, and all n. According to our earlier remarks, (/, S„x)A(/, Sx)

= (S*f, x). But this last is just (Tf, x).
Hence by definition T is subnuclear.

It is now easy to construct of subnuclear map which is not nuclear.

To obtain such an example let i: J°°[0, lj-^J^O, l] be the injection

map. It is well known thati is integral [3, p. 128], but clearly it is not

compact. Let S'.L1^, l]—>JM[0, l] be an isometric embedding of the
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separable space Ll[0, l] into the space 7°°[0, l] (which is universal

for all separable spaces [4]). Then T = S°i is an integral map on

7°°[0, 1] = (L1[0, 1])* [3, p. 128] which is not compact and hence not

nuclear [3, p. 82]. Since T^fO, l] has a basis (e.g. the Haar functions)

it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 7 is subnuclear and is therefore the

desired example.

(4.2) Remark. The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that if 7:£—>■£ is

integral and £ has a basis, then 7 is a weak operator limit of a

bounded sequence of nuclear operators. A similar (though slightly

more involved) argument shows that if F has a basis the same con-

clusion holds. The assumption that £ or 7 has a basis is crucial, as

the example in (3.5) shows.
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